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ABSTRACT

The JKR Sarawak Form of Contract PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) was officially launched on 2007 to be used for administering the construction contract. Under PWD 75 (Ver. 2006), the Superintending Officer (S.O) will be appointed and is responsible to act reasonably in supervision of the project. The standard of care demanded of a professional is in accordance with the test that was enunciated in the English case of Bolam v. Friern Hospital Management Centre (1957) 2 All ER 47 i.e. it requires a person doing a skilful act to exercise as an ordinary competent human being of the same calling. Since PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) is a new form, therefore the extent of the reasonable supervision is not clear to the practitioner. Thus, in order to determine the reasonable supervision applicable in for PWD 75 (Ver. 2006), a thorough understanding of the art of the supervision is required. Therefore, the objective of this research is to determine the kind(s) of supervision in a construction contract that is reasonable. This research is confined to the traditional procurement, law cases in supervision of construction project, PWD 75 (Ver. 2006), Conditions of Engagement for Professional Services, By-Laws Provisions and documents/manuals regarding supervision. In order to achieve this objective, the research was conducted by analyzing relevant court cases. From the findings, a list of supervisory duty has been determined in Chapter 4. Apart from that, the S.O must give reasonable supervision to the works, as enable him to give an honest certificate that the work has been properly carried out. He is not required personally to measure or check every detail, but should check substantial and important matters, such as, the bottoming of cement floor, especially if failure to do so will result in the work being covered up and therefore not being capable of inspection at a later stage. The adequate supervision is not tested by counting the number of hours spent on the site. The S.O is generally under no duty to instruct the contractor in the manner of performance of his work. In the task of supervision, the S.O, though he may be assisted by the S.O’s Representatives or Assistants to the S.O or both, cannot escape responsibility except perhaps in the smallest matters of detail, by delegation. He may make use of assistants, provided he retains control of the work and does not cease to exercise his own supervision and judgement. As a conclusion, the standard required in the supervision is not great but the risk of being sued remains high and mitigated by several factors.
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1.1 Background of the study

The construction contract practice in Sarawak is quite unique as compared to the other states because for the government project, it has its own standard form of contract namely JKR Sarawak Form of Contract PWD 75 (Ver. 2006); also known as PWD 75/2006. Sabah and all states in Peninsular Malaysia are using the JKR 203 (2007) published by the Ministry of Works Malaysia. The standard form of contract use in Sarawak was first published by the Public Works Department, Sarawak and issued in 1961. The latest amendment to this form of contract was in 2006.

The new PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) was officially launched in 2007 to replace the old form i.e. ‘General Conditions of Contract PWD 75 (Rev. 5/61). The Sarawak Government has endorsed the PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) and gave its approval for other government departments and agencies to be used the form for the procurement government projects. The Guide to The Form of Contract was also published in order to provide a guide to the construction community of Sarawak. The content of the Guide is basically the practice note, the relevant certificates, letter and circulars to be used with the PWD 75 (Ver. 2006).
One of the changes in the new PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) is that it can be used for lump sum contract and contract with bill of quantities. The new PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) can be used where the BQ is form part of the contract and where the BQ do not form part of the contract. Therefore, Clause 8.1 shall apply for Contract based on Bill of Quantities and Clause 8.2 shall apply for Contract based on Drawings and Specifications.

Under this new form of contract, there are three people who are given the responsibilities to manage the project. They are the Superintending Officer (S.O)¹, the Superintending Officer’s Representatives (S.O Representatives)² and the Assistants to the Superintending Officer³. They are responsible for the successful construction and completion of the project. But their roles, duties and responsibilities are different in term of scope and authority. The S.O is responsible for the overall supervision and direction of the Works while the duties of the S.O’s Representative (which can be more than one) is to assist the S.O to inspect and supervise the Work and tests and examine any material, goods or equipment in connection with the Work⁴.

Who should be appointed or employed as a S.O or the S.O’s Representative or the Assistant to the S.O? The CIDB standard form of contract expressly stated that the S.O must be a full member of a professional body associated with the construction industry⁵. So, the S.O must be a professional architect, engineer or quantity surveyor. No other person, other than those mentioned professionals, can be appointed or employed as the S.O for a project.

There is no expressed provision in the PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) form as to who may be appointed or employed as the S.O or S.O’s representatives for a project. It

¹ Clause 11.1(a) JKR Sarawak Form Of Contract PWD 75 (Ver. 2006)
² Clause 11.1( c) supra
³ Clause 11.2 (a) supra
⁴ Clause 11.1 supra
⁵ Clause 1.1 Superintending Officer CIDB Standard Form of Contract for Building Works (2000) Edition
can be assumed that the absent of such provision is due to the fact that the key employees of the PWD Sarawak are qualified professionals such engineers and architects. The other reason why this provision was not inserted in the new form of contract is that it is open for use by other government department and agencies which may not have qualified professionals.

The discussion has so far touched on the new PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) form of contract, the S.O as the person in-charged of the project and who may be appointed as the S.O. But what exactly is the role, duties and authority of the S.O under the contract? As stated clearly in Sub-Clause 11.1(a) of the PWD 75 (Ver. 2006), “the S.O shall be responsible for the overall supervision and direction of the Works.

This clause also suggested that the role of the S.O is supervisory in nature i.e. he is also the project supervisor. It also provided that, as a supervisor with professional background, the S.O should act reasonably and be timely in carrying out his duties and responsibilities both during the pre-contract and post-contract stages. As a professional man himself the S.O must discharge his duties with reasonable skill, care and diligence.

Most contracts for the engagement of consultants define the standard of care that is expected from the professional when discharging their duties\(^6\). They shall carry out their duties with reasonable skill, care and diligence\(^7\). As Frank (1988) noted that in law the failure to perform or negligently perform these duties or responsibilities constitute a breach, therefore he or she will be answerable or accountable to the other party who may have suffered as a result of his/her wrongful act.

The question of whether an S.O has acted reasonably and timely or with reasonable skill, care and diligence depend on what he is required to do when he is appointed as a S.O. Sub-Clause 11.1(a) of the PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) stated that the

\(^6\) BEM Form 1999 and BAM/JKR Form B (Revised 1/83)  
\(^7\) Clause 5.1 supra
S.O shall be responsible for the overall supervision and direction of the Works. The words used here are “the overall supervision” and “direction”. But these words have a very broad meaning as such it is difficult to ascertain the extent of the S.O’s duties under the contract.

As stated by Judge Oliver in the case of *Midland Bank Trust Co. Ltd v Hett. Stubbs and Kemp*:

“There are no such things as general retainer in that sense. The expression “my solicitor”, is as meaningless as the expression “my tailor” or “my bookmaker” as establishing a general duty apart from that arising out of a particular matter in which his services are retained. The extent of his duty and any duty of care to be implied must be related to what he is instructed to do”

The judgment of the above case is supported by Wallace in Hudson’s Building and Civil Engineering Contract that:

“The building owner is entitled to a professional standard of skill in discharging all the duties necessary until the purposes of the appointment have been achieved. A mere request to act as an Architect, Engineer or Quantity Surveyor or Project Manager in connection with the building project without specifying at the outset, the service required of them may lead to doubt or disputes as to what are the respective rights and duties of the parties, particularly where more than one consultants are engaged”

The above cases and statement stress out the need of the S.O to have knowledge on his duties. He cannot solely rely in the PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) and the Form of Agreement for the Consultant since it only states very briefly about the supervision duties. Therefore, it is very important to study what exactly is the extent of his supervision duties of the S.O.

---

8 [1979] Ch 384 [1978] All ER 571
1.2 Statement of issues

The use of the words “overall supervision” in the contract still leaves some unanswered question of the extent of the duties and responsibilities of the S.O. Do they mean inspecting or overseeing or something beyond these functions? Is he expected to monitor, through inspection and testing, the works being carried out and to make sure that the timely completion of the work? Do the words “overall supervision” mean that the S.O has to walk the site the whole time to monitor each and every one of hundreds of works?

The issue here, what is the extent of the supervisory duties of the S.O under PWD 75 (Ver. 2006), that is considered to be reasonable and timely or as stated in most contract of engagement of consultants to exercise “reasonable skill, care and diligence”?

1.3 Objective of Study

The objective of this study is to ascertain the extent of the S.O’s supervisory duties under JKR Sarawak Form of Contract PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) that will meet the standard of care required of him.

1.4 Scope of Study
The main thrust of this dissertation is on determining the Superintending Officer’s reasonable supervision duties. The scope of this study will be confined to the following areas:

a. Under conventional procurement  
b. Law Cases related in supervision of construction projects  
c. JKR Sarawak Form of Contract PWD 75 (Ver. 2006)  
d. Conditions of Engagement for Professional Services  
e. By-Law Provisions  
f. Documents/Manuals regarding supervision

This study is limited to the law cases which involves in supervision on sites. The clauses in PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) regarding the supervision will be identified.

1.5 The Significant of Study

This research is very important in order to ensure the S.O’s practice is in line with the legal aspect. The supervision on sites is one of the most important aspects to ensure the project is completed in accordance with specification and drawings. Therefore, it is very important for the S.O to know how to supervise the project reasonably. Not only they have to gain the technical knowledge about the construction, but they must also prepare themselves with the legal contract administration knowledge.

Up to date, no complete manual has been published by JKR Sarawak regarding on how the S.O should act at the site. It is also noted that, there is yet any law case disputing the supervision of the S.O under this contract. Thus, this research perhaps would contribute towards the enhancement of the S.O’s knowledge
regarding their supervisory duties. With this research, hopefully the S.O can avoid any claim regarding their negligence supervision.

1.6 Research Method

To achieve the research objectives, a systematic research process had been drawn up and adhered to. The research process consists of four major stages, namely, identifying the research issue, data collection, data analysis and writing. Each stage is depicted in detail below.

1.6.1 1st Stage – Identifying the Research Issue

The research issue is identified following thorough reading of academic books, seminar papers, journals and articles. Comments on the said issue will also be sought from lecturers for more insight. Next, the topic, objective and scope of the research are identified. Other than this, a research outline is prepared in order to identify the data sources.

1.6.2 2nd Stage – Data Collection
Two types of data are collected – primary data and secondary data. Data will be collected through documentary analysis and will be sorted out accordingly.

1.6.2.1 Primary Data

Primary data will be collected mainly from law journals and law reports such as, Malayan Law Journal, Building Law Reports and Construction Law Reports and any other relevant sources of cases. These journals and reports are accessed through the LexisNexis legal database. Clauses in JKR Sarawak Form of Contract PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) will become the key point in studying the cases. Cases relating to the research topic and scope will be gathered and analyzed at the third stage – the data analysis stage. The supervisory duties under conditions of engagements, manuals and clauses in PWD 75 (Ver. 2006) will be compared to get a list of duties during supervision.

1.6.2.2 Secondary Data

Secondary research data will be retrieved from the books, standard form of building contract, articles and journals, seminars papers as well as Internet websites. These sources are important to complete the literature review chapter.

1.6.3 3rd Stage – Data Analysis and Interpretation
In this stage, the law cases collected in the previous stage is converted into information that is useful for the research. The relevant law cases collected will be carefully reviewed, with special attention on the facts of the case, issues and judgments presented by each case law. This stage also involves data arrangement so that the information presented can be easily understood. The information acquired in this stage determines whether or not the objective of the research is achieved.

1.6.4 4th Stage – Writing

The last stage of the research process involves writing up and checking of the writing. The author will also review the whole process of the research to identify whether the research objectives have been achieved.
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